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Abstract—Advances in sensing, computation, storage, and1

actuation technologies have entered cyber-physical systems2

(CPSs) into the smart era where complex control applications3

requiring high performance are supported. Neural networks4

(NNs) models are proposed as a predictive model to be used in5

model predictive control (MPC) applications. However, the ability6

to efficiently exploit resource hungry NNs in embedded resource-7

bound settings is a major challenge. In this paper, we propose8

priority neuron network (PNN), a resource-aware NNs model that9

can be reconfigured into smaller subnetworks at runtime. This10

approach enables a tradeoff between the model’s computation11

time and accuracy based on available resources. The PNN model12

is memory efficient since it stores only one set of parameters13

to account for various subnetwork sizes. We propose a train-14

ing algorithm that applies regularization techniques to constrain15

the activation value of neurons and assigns a priority to each16

one. We consider the neuron’s ordinal number as our priority17

criteria in that the priority of the neuron is inversely propor-18

tional to its ordinal number in the layer. This imposes a relatively19

sorted order on the activation values. We conduct experiments to20

employ our PNN as the predictive model of a vehicle in MPC for21

path tracking. To corroborate the effectiveness of our proposed22

methodology, we compare it with two state-of-the-art methods for23

resource-aware NN design. Compared to state-of-the-art work,24

our approach can cut down the training time by 87% and reduce25

the memory storage by 75% while achieving similar accuracy.26

Moreover, we decrease the computation overhead for the model27

reduction process that searches for n neurons below a threshold,28

from O(n) to O(logn).29

Index Terms—Cyber-physical system, model predictive control30

(MPC), neural networks (NNs), resource-aware.31

I. INTRODUCTION32

CYBER-PHYSICAL systems (CPSs) are composed of33

cyber and physical components in a feedback loop, where34

physical processes affect computations and vice versa [1]–[3].35

With the recent developments in CPS, cloud computing,36

machine learning, and artificial intelligence technologies, it37

is just a matter of time before autonomous drivers replace38
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Fig. 1. MPC loop.

humans on the road. Vehicles are now embedded with intel- 39

ligent devices that enable the vehicle to respond to various 40

factors and obstacles, sudden acceleration or braking, etc., 41

in real-time. The control and prediction of system dynamics 42

are important factors in autonomous driving [4], [5]. Model 43

predictive control (MPC), also known as receding horizon con- 44

trol, is an advanced control method. MPC makes explicit use 45

of a model of the physical system to estimate its behavior for 46

a given stream of inputs in a predetermined prediction hori- 47

zon. The predicted outputs depend on the past inputs/outputs, 48

and the future control signals [6]. As shown in Fig. 1, these 49

future control signals are calculated by the optimizer taking 50

into account the cost function and enforced constraints. The 51

cost function usually takes the form of a quadratic function 52

of errors between the predicted output signal and the refer- 53

ence trajectory. In the standard approach, ordinary differential 54

equations (ODEs) are employed as the predictive model to 55

represent the dynamic behavior of a physical system. Iterative 56

methods to approximate a solution for nonlinear ODEs have 57

introduced challenges in the design of embedded MPCs in 58

terms of scalability, performance, and power consumption [7]. 59

The computational overhead in traditional MPC grows 60

exponentially with the length of the prediction horizon [8]. 61

Research shows that a stable MPC controller requires a suffi- 62

ciently large prediction horizon [9]. On the other hand, short 63

prediction horizons are preferred for improved prediction accu- 64

racy of predictive models. This is because harmful effects 65

of the poor estimates are amplified over a long prediction 66

horizon time. Here, the problem is addressed by proposing 67

an MPC approach that uses an adaptive prediction horizon 68

with respect to quality measures [10]. However, the numerical 69

effort needed in order to solve the optimal control problem 70

for a long prediction horizon still remains significant. One 71
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approach to overcome the computational burden of long hori-72

zon predictions is by implementing multirate prediction. In73

this approach, each look-ahead has a separate weight in the74

estimation of the steering input, where the furthest look-ahead75

point has the lowest weight [8].76

Another method that is proposed to handle the computa-77

tional issue associated with MPC systems is to use accelerated78

predictive models of the physical system. Different variants79

of neural networks (NNs) (e.g., recurrent NNs (RNNs) [11])80

hold promising performance for time-series prediction as they81

can easily be built to predict multiple steps ahead all at82

once. These models are well-known to have the ability to83

learn linear and nonlinear relations between input and output84

variables without prior knowledge [12]. However, the use of85

NN models for long prediction horizon MPC problems could86

raise scalability and computational complexity challenges.87

The state-of-the-art methodologies are focused on reducing88

the size of the NN models without significantly affecting89

the performance [13]–[15]. These methodologies leverage the90

intrinsic error tolerance property of the NN models due to their91

parallel and distributed structure. Therefore, model reduction92

schemes could be exploited to employ the NN as the predictive93

model in the MPC loop. Several recent studies have focused94

on rescaling the size of the NN to adjust the resource usage on95

the embedded platform with respect to response time, power,96

and accuracy targets [16]. In other words, several sizes of the97

NN are available at runtime to manage resources for inference98

time-, safety-, and energy-constrained tasks. Moreover, contin-99

uous learning of NNs in data-driven modeling [17], transfer100

learning techniques [18], and adaptive modeling [19] impose101

significant training-time constraints at runtime.102

A. Our Contribution103

In this paper, we propose priority neuron network (PNN),104

a novel NN model that is featured with a reconfigurable105

architecture. Our objective is to design a resource-aware recon-106

figurable NN model that not only computes the future outputs107

as time series data in constant time, but is also memory effi-108

cient. The summary of our contributions in this paper are109

as follows.110

1) We develop a reconfigurable NN model to fit the111

dynamic behavior of the physical systems for multistep-112

ahead prediction in receding horizon problems. Our113

resource-aware NN model can be reconfigured to var-114

ious network sizes at runtime while storing only one set115

of weight parameters for memory efficiency.116

2) We propose a training algorithm that controls the pri-117

ority of each neuron in the computation of the model’s118

output. We regulate the priority of each neuron using119

regularization techniques enforced on weight parame-120

ters. We consider the neuron’s ordinal number as our121

priority criteria in that the priority of the neuron is122

inversely proportional to its ordinal number. We can123

reconfigure our NN model to smaller sizes by elimi-124

nating low priority neurons. This approach allows the125

tradeoff between the model’s computation time and126

accuracy in resource-constrained systems.127

3) We implement our reconfigurable NN model that con- 128

tains multiple subnetworks using one-time training, 129

hence reducing overall training time. 130

4) Our priority-based training algorithm enforces a sorted 131

distribution on activation values of neurons. This helps 132

to reduce the computation complexity of the model 133

reduction process when searching for n neurons below 134

the pruning threshold, from O(n) to O(logn). It needs 135

to be pointed out that we are not proposing a pruning 136

methodology, but a memory efficient NN model that can 137

be reconfigured to smaller sizes with less computation 138

complexity at runtime. 139

5) We apply our method to train a three-layer fully con- 140

nected NN model to be employed as the predictive 141

model of a vehicle in MPC for path tracking applica- 142

tion. We conduct closed-loop simulation of MPC using 143

ODE predictive models to collect the training data. 144

To evaluate the efficacy of our methodology, we com- 145

pare it with two state-of-the-art approaches-Inc [20] 146

and Big/Little [16]—that are targeted for resource-aware 147

NN design in embedded systems. We show that our 148

proposed PNN model outperforms the BL method with 149

89% reduction in training time and 78% saving in 150

memory storage. The PNN model shows similar results 151

to Inc method in terms of memory and model reduc- 152

tion complexity. However, we show that PNN follows 153

a single training process to adjust weight parameters as 154

opposed to Inc method that is based on multiple retrain- 155

ing. Therefore, the PNN model can cut down the training 156

time by 86% with respect to Inc method while main- 157

taining a better prediction performance from 0.25% to 158

0.21%. 159

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, 160

we summarize the state-of-the-art approaches to solve the 161

computational complexity of MPC systems and design 162

resource-efficient NN models. We describe our proposed 163

method in Section III. We demonstrate the effectiveness of 164

our framework for path following application in Section IV. 165

Finally, we give our conclusions in Section V. 166

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 167

Advanced control methodologies have emerged for path 168

planning and path following applications in modern vehicles. 169

Nonlinear MPC is leveraged to develop path following con- 170

trol systems while handling model uncertainties, constraints 171

and nonlinearities. A predictive model of the physical plant 172

is used to estimate the future outputs for a prediction horizon 173

within a window of time and with respect to known input and 174

output values (Fig. 1). Mathematical descriptions in the form 175

of ODEs are used to model the linear/nonlinear behavior of 176

the physical system [21]. ODE solvers are applied to estimate 177

solutions that converge to the exact solution of an equation 178

or system of equations [22]. A runtime optimization routine 179

is evaluated as a parametric quadratic function to calculate 180

a set of future control inputs subject to constraints enforced 181

by the environment and system dynamics. These routines are 182
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computationally intensive, and for nonlinear physical mod-183

els, the computational overhead grows with complexity of the184

model [23].185

One of the challenges in classic MPC is that the compu-186

tational overhead increases with the length of the prediction187

horizon [8]. One approach to overcome the computational bur-188

den of long horizon predictions is by implementing a multirate189

prediction control strategy, where the prediction horizon is190

sampled in nonequidistant way [24]. In this approach, for a191

determined prediction horizon of n time steps, the initial steps192

have a shorter sampling period than the ones in the more dis-193

tant future. In other words, fine tuning the control in such194

a way as to reduce the importance of predictions that con-195

tribute to time steps further in the future. Novel approaches196

are proposed for nonlinear dynamic system modeling and iden-197

tification, where the NN realizes the behavior of a set of ODEs198

with smaller computation overhead [12], [25]. Moreover, data-199

driven NNs are increasingly in demand. Data-driven NNs are200

based on direct use of input-output observations collected from201

various real-world processes to perform system optimization,202

control and/or modeling [26]. Classic NNs have a three-layer203

structure, namely input, hidden, and output layers. Each layer204

contains a set of neurons with edges to pass the information.205

The edges entering the neurons are associated with weight206

parameters. The weight parameters are adjusted in a training207

algorithm (e.g., by back propagation) so that the difference208

between the network’s prediction and the target output is209

minimized.210

Developing resource-efficient NNs for embedded systems211

with limited hardware resources is a challenging task. To solve212

the memory complexity of NN models, many model com-213

pression approaches are proposed based on the claim that214

NN models have natural error tolerance because NNs usu-215

ally contain more neurons than necessary to solve a given216

problem [27]. Many network pruning and model reduction217

techniques are proposed in the previous work with promising218

results [28]–[30]. However, finding an optimal pruning solu-219

tion is NP-hard and requires a costly retraining process [31].220

Many works have focused on selecting weight parameters for221

pruning based on criteria such as magnitude of the weight,222

activation value for the respective neuron, and increase in223

training error [32]–[34]. Han et al. [35] proposed an iterative224

pruning method that removes all neuron connections whose225

weight is lower than a certain threshold. This approach con-226

verts a dense fully connected layer into a sparser layer. The227

pruning is followed by a retraining process to boost the228

performance of the trimmed NN. A common approach to229

reduce the size of the “parameter intensive” fully connected230

layers is to reduce the magnitude of the overall weight param-231

eters by including regularization terms in the model’s cost232

function. Pan et al. [15] exploited regularization terms during233

the training process to simplify the NN model. At the end of234

the training, the NN is trimmed by dropping neurons below a235

certain threshold.236

Another approach to address resource-constrained deploy-237

ment of NNs for embedded systems is to adapt the size of the238

NN model to the performance requirements. Park et al. [16]239

addressed the energy complexity of NNs using a novel240

big/little implementation, whereby a score margin metric is 241

employed to select between the two sizes. This approach is 242

memory intensive such that it requires storing separate sets of 243

weights for different sizes of NNs. Tann et al. [20] addressed 244

the memory complexity problem by proposing a multistep 245

incremental training algorithm such that the weights trained in 246

earlier steps are fixed. In this method, multiple subnetworks 247

with different sizes are formed while storing and using only 248

one sets of weight parameters. Although this approach is close 249

to ours, our proposed method is more computationally flexible 250

in generating multiple subnetwork sizes and does not suffer 251

from a time-consuming retraining process. In the following 252

section, we describe PNN, our proposed reconfigurable NN 253

model and its training algorithm. 254

III. METHOD 255

A. Application of Neural Networks in Model Predictive 256

Control 257

MPC exploits a predictive model of the physical system to 258

produce an optimized control input sequence. The predictive 259

model computes the output of the system, a number of time 260

steps into the future based on the current output and future con- 261

trol input values. Therefore, the predictive model to estimate 262

future outputs at time k in the next n time steps—Y(k+n|k)— 263

can be formulated as a time series prediction function f of 264

future control inputs I(k + n|k) and a vector of current state 265

variables S(k|k) for S = [S0, S1, . . . , SNs ]. Time-series data is 266

a sequence of time-ordered values as measurements of some 267

physical process [36] 268

Y(k + n|k) = f (S(k|k), I(k + n|k)). (1) 269

The prediction function in (1) can be fitted in a multiple 270

input multiple output NN model with future control inputs and 271

current state of the physical system as its input features and 272

the future outputs in the next n time steps as its target outputs. 273

Once the function is learned, the acyclic NN model computes 274

the future outputs as a time-series data in constant computing 275

time [12]. We use a three-layer fully connected feed-forward 276

NN (FFNN) to fit (1) and approximate the dynamic behavior 277

of the physical system. The FFNN is a class of NNs, where the 278

input signal feeds forward through the network layers to the 279

output in a single direction. Here, each layer of the network 280

consists of computing neurons with edges that typically have 281

a weight parameter. The output ŷi of the NN model can be 282

computed as follows given xk input features for i ∈ {1 · · ·No} 283

and k ∈ {1 · · ·Ni}: 284

ŷi =
Nh∑

j=1

[
w2

ji σ

( Ni∑

k=1

w1
kjxk + θ1

j

)
+ θ2

i

]
(2) 285

where Ni, Nh, and No denote the numbers of input-layer, 286

hidden-layer, and output-layer neurons, respectively. The 287

parameters w1
kj and w2

ji are weights connecting the first layer 288

to hidden layer and connecting the hidden layer to the output 289

layer, respectively, and are adjusted in the learning process. 290

The threshold offsets for the hidden and output layers are 291

represented as θ1 and θ2. The function σ(.) represents an 292
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activation functions, e.g., sigmoid, or rectified linear unit293

(ReLU), that limits the variation to output values with respect294

to changes in NN parameters.295

B. Architecture of Priority Neuron Neural Network As296

Predictive Model in MPC297

We propose PNN, a resource-aware reconfigurable NN such298

that the full model can be reconfigured to smaller sizes for less299

computation time and relatively comparable accuracy. Here,300

we deploy our proposed NN model for multistep ahead time-301

series prediction in constant time for an MPC application.302

However, the proposed NN model can be generalized for other303

prediction applications, e.g., computer vision. As stated in304

Section III-A, the nonlinear model in (1) is used by MPC to305

compute future behavior of the physical system can be fitted306

into a three-layer fully connected FFNN. The future control307

inputs and current state of the physical system are given as308

the input features to the FFNN to approximate the future out-309

puts in the next n time steps. The proposed NN model can be310

described as in (2) for Ni = (# of state variables(Ns) + No)311

and Nh = No = (# of time steps in the prediction horizon(n)).312

The value for Nh is set empirically equal to No. We have two313

weight matrices W1 and W2 with sizes (Ni×Nh) and (Nh×No)314

containing connecting weights of our hidden and output lay-315

ers, respectively. We use the ReLU activation function which316

is one of the most widely used activation functions and is317

defined as318

σ(z) = max(0, z). (3)319

During the prediction process of the NN, we would ideally320

want a few neurons in the network to not activate, thereby321

making the activations sparse and efficient. The ReLU activa-322

tion function gives us the ability to design a sparser NN model323

because it outputs 0 for negative input values and imposes no324

constraint on the positive inputs. Equation (2) is broken down325

into (4a) and (4b) to compute the outputs of hidden and output326

neurons, respectively. Here, for brevity, the bias parameters are327

deleted328

hj = σ

( Ni∑

k=1

w1
kjxk

)
(4a)329

ŷi =
Nh∑

j=1

(
w2

ji hj

)
. (4b)330

Hereafter, we are seeking a methodology for an architec-331

ture of an NN that stores one set of weight parameters yet332

can be reconfigured to smaller sizes of the NN with small333

drop in accuracy. To adopt the reconfigurability feature in334

our model, we exploit the multirate prediction idea suggested335

by [8] that assigns lower accent to further look-ahead points336

in the computation of the future dynamic behavior of the337

system. Therefore, the proposed PNN model follows a sequen-338

tial priority-based architecture. This means we consider the339

neurons’ ordinal numbers as our priority criteria such that the340

priority of each neuron is inversely proportional to its ordi-341

nal number in the given layer. Therefore, the model can be342

Fig. 2. PNN model.

reduced starting from the neuron with the highest ordinal num- 343

ber. Our goal is to synchronize the priority level of the output 344

and hidden neurons so that the model reduction process is 345

more computationally efficient for runtime applications. We 346

will elaborate more on this in Section III-D. In Fig. 2, we show 347

the architecture of the proposed PNN as a three-layer FFNN 348

where higher priority neurons are colored darker. We can 349

deploy PNN as a resource-aware predictive model for closed- 350

loop MPC to estimate the future outputs [Y0, Y1, . . . , YNh ]. 351

Here, we use the future control inputs [I0, I1, . . . , INh ] and cur- 352

rent state variables [S0, S1, . . . , SNs ] as input features. In the 353

following section, we describe our proposed training algorithm 354

and the associated cost function to develop the priority-based 355

NN model. 356

C. Training Algorithm to Prioritize Neurons 357

During the training process of an NN, an optimization algo- 358

rithm is exploited to minimize an objective function E0(.), 359

which is simply a mathematical function based on the model’s 360

learning parameters (e.g., weights and biases). We might use 361

sum of the squared deviations of our neuron’s output ŷi from 362

the target output yi as the loss function for No number of 363

outputs denoted as 364

E0(w, b) = 1

2No

No∑

i=1

(
yi − ŷi

)2
. (5) 365

The learning parameters are optimized and updated in an 366

iterative training process toward a solution that minimizes 367

the loss function. A learning rate η is assigned to the train- 368

ing algorithm that determines the size of the steps we take 369

at each iteration to reach a (local) minimum. For a convex 370

optimization problem like this, we use derivatives of the loss 371

function ∇E. Therefore, the following updating rule is for- 372

mulated for the weight parameters to be updated after (t+1)th 373

update iteration: 374

wt+1 ← wt − η∇E0. (6) 375

For our optimization algorithm, we employ a variant of gra- 376

dient descent called adaptive moment estimation (Adam) [37] 377
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which computes individual adaptive learning rates for different378

parameters from estimates of first and second moments of the379

gradients. In the proposed PNN model, the priority of the neu-380

ron determines how important the value of that neuron is in the381

overall performance of the NN. In order to control the prior-382

ity of each neuron, we enforce constraints on the computation383

of its output value. This can be done through regulariza-384

tion techniques that restrain the growth of weight parameters.385

From (4), we see that the weight parameters used to com-386

pute the hidden neuron hj are W1[:, j] = [w1
1j, w1

2j, . . . , w1
Nij

].387

The output neuron ŷi is computed using weight parameters388

W2[:, i] = [w2
1i, w2

2i, . . . , w2
Nhi]. We call the weight parameters389

of each neuron its associated weights.390

1) Regularization: A common approach to reduce the com-391

plexity and size of NN models is to constrain the magnitude392

of the overall weight parameters by including regularization393

terms in the model’s cost function. The L1 norm is one of the394

most commonly used regularization techniques that penalizes395

weight values by adding the sum of their absolutes to the error396

term. Therefore, the cost function E with the L1 regularization397

term is398

E(w, b) = E0(w, b)+ 1

2
λ

2∑

l=1

Nl∑

i=1

|Wl
i | (7)399

where λ is the weight decay coefficient for which larger values400

lead to larger cost, and causes the training algorithm to gen-401

erate small weight values. Existing work sets the same weight402

decay coefficient for all layers to avoid the computational costs403

required to manually fine-tune each coefficient. However, to404

train our priority-based NN model, we penalize each weight405

with a specific weight decay coefficient so that the value of406

the corresponding weight is constrained to grow up only to a407

desired threshold point. Hence, the activation of each neuron408

is governed by the weight decay coefficients of its associated409

weights. As shown in Algorithm 1, we use a new cost function410

for our three-layer fully connected feed-forward PNN411

E(w, b) = E0(w, b)+ 1

2

Ni∑

k=1

Nh∑

j=1

|λ1
kjw

1
kj| +

1

2

Nh∑

j=1

No∑

i=1

|λ2
jiw

2
ji|412

(8)413

for λ1 ∈ �1 and λ2 ∈ �2, where �1 and �2 are two weight414

decay matrices of our hidden and output layers, respectively.415

Therefore, the new updating rule for weight parameters is416

wt+1 ← wt − η
(
∇E0 +�1W1 +�2W2

)
. (9)417

In the following section, we describe our heuristic algorithm418

used to assign values to weight decay coefficients such that a419

sorted priority-based architecture is enforced on the proposed420

NN model.421

D. Model Reconfiguration of PNN Model422

In PNN, we want to force a priority onto each neuron during423

the computation of model output so that the accuracy is main-424

tained after reconfiguring the network to smaller subnetworks425

by removing low priority neurons. Therefore, we consider426

larger weight decay coefficients for associated weights of427

Algorithm 1: Priority Neuron Training Algorithm
Input: input features - x
Input: output targets - y
Output: trained NN - PNN
Output: estimated outputs - ŷ
// initialize NN weights

1 init_random W
// estimate outputs given W weights

2 ŷ = PNN (x) [W]
// evaluate residual error

3 err =∑No
i=0(yi − ŷi)

2

// evaluate regularization penalty
4 reg =∑ |�1

Ni×Nh
.W1

Ni×Nh
| +∑ |�2

Nh×No
.W2

Nh×No
|

// evaluate loss function
5 loss = err+ reg
// optimize W weights for minimal loss

6 W = AdamOptimizer (loss)
// estimate outputs given optimal W

7 ŷ = PNN (x) [W]
8 return [PNN, ŷ]

neurons that are desired to have lower level of priority and 428

vice versa. We are following the multirate prediction scheme 429

that allocates less stress on accuracy of further look-ahead 430

points. We design our weight decay matrices so that a sorted 431

priority-based architecture for our PNN is developed during 432

the training process. The intuition behind the sorted priority- 433

based architecture of the PNN is to reduce the complexity 434

of the model reconfiguration and reduction process. Model 435

pruning approaches to constrain the complexity of NN models 436

by applying regularization techniques, have been around for a 437

while [28], [38]. These approaches are based on an exhaustive 438

search process to remove neurons with activation values below 439

a certain threshold. In our proposed priority-based architecture, 440

we enforce a sorted priority on hidden neurons to compute the 441

overall performance of the model. This helps reduce the time 442

complexity for searching neurons below a certain activation 443

value as we can employ a binary search algorithm. Therefore, 444

the worst-case time complexity for the model pruning pro- 445

cess in our PNN model with n number of hidden neurons is 446

O(logn) as opposed to standard architectures that require O(n) 447

worst-case time complexity to prune the network. Moreover, 448

the model can be reduced to smaller subnetworks at constant 449

time O(1) due to its reconfigurability feature that is adopted 450

throughout the training process. 451

There is always a tradeoff between the number of subnet- 452

works and the accuracy of the model. We assign the same 453

level of priority to the number of neurons that are deleted 454

at each level of model reduction. We call this number the 455

priority size and denote it as p. Fig. 3 illustrates the recon- 456

figuration process of the original NN model where neurons 457

are sorted and colored in terms of priority and importance. At 458

each level of reconfiguration, p number of hidden neurons with 459

the least level of priority are deleted from the end of the hid- 460

den layer. Hence, their input and output weight connections 461

are also removed from the weight space of the NN. These 462
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Fig. 3. Model reduction process for a three-layer fully connected NN with
priority size p = 4.

subnetworks can be deployed separately while reducing the463

memory complexity to a single network. In other words, only464

one set of weight parameters are stored for multiple subnet-465

works of different sizes. We consider neuron’s ordinal number466

as our priority criteria which can be mapped into index values467

for neuron’s associated weights. Therefore, the weight decays468

vary with respect to row and column indices of the weight469

matrix where r and c denote the row and column indices,470

respectively. Equations (10) and (11) are expanded from (4).471

In (11), we see No number of output formulas that are used to472

estimate the future output behavior of the physical system in473

the next No time steps, hence the size of the prediction hori-474

zon is No. It needs to be noted that, here we do not include475

the bias terms for simplification purposes476

h0 = w1
00s0 + w1

10s1 + · · · + w1
Ni0INi (10a)477

h1 = w1
01s0 + w1

11s1 + · · · + w1
Ni1INi (10b)478

. . .479

hNh = w1
0Nh

s0 + w1
1Nh

s1 + · · · + w1
NiNh

INh (10c)480

y0 = w2
00h0 + w2

10h1 + · · · + w2
Nh0hNh (11a)481

y1 = w2
01h0 + w2

11h1 + · · · + w2
Nh1hNh (11b)482

. . .483

yNo = w2
0No

h0 + w2
1No

h1 + · · · + w2
NhNo

hNh . (11c)484

Let us assume that the model is trained for a priority-485

based architecture where the priority of neurons decreases486

inversely with their ordinal number. For a pretrained model487

with priority size p = 1, we want to reduce the size488

of the model by removing hidden neuron hNh with the489

least priority level from the hidden layer. While removing490

the hidden neuron hNo , its associated weight connections491

W1[:, Nh] = [w1
0Nh

, w1
1Nh

, . . . , w1
NiNh

] and W2[Nh, :] =492

[w2
Nh1, w2

Nh2, . . . , w2
Nh(No−1)] are removed from W1 and W2,493

respectively. In the next section, we describe the selection of494

weight decay coefficients to enforce a sorted priority on hid-495

den and output neurons. For a simple implementation we use496

the same number of hidden and output neurons. Therefore, the497

W2 weight matrix is squared.498

E. Decay Matrix499

A graphical illustration of our W1 and W2 weight matri-500

ces for hidden and output layers with p = 1 is shown501

Fig. 4. Weight parameters of hidden layer.

Fig. 5. Weight parameters of output layer.

in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The weight matrices in 502

Figs. 4 and 5 are darker colored based on the value of their cor- 503

responding weight decay coefficients. This helps to visualize 504

the selected distribution pattern for weight decay coefficients 505

where a priority-based architecture for our PNN model is 506

developed. In order to maintain the accuracy of the model 507

after the removal of hidden neuron hNh [computed in (10c)], 508

we want the model reduction to affect the least number of out- 509

put neurons possible. Therefore, we seek to adjust the weight 510

parameters so that removing the hidden neuron hNh mostly 511

impacts the least priority output neuron yNo . Hence, we select 512

weight decay coefficients for the weight parameters in the vec- 513

tor [w2
Nh1, w2

Nh2, . . . , w2
NhNo

] in a descending order so that the 514

least weight decay value is assigned for w2
NhNo

. Smaller weight 515

decay coefficients push the training algorithm to assign greater 516

values for the weight parameters. In this method, we try to 517

zero out [w2
Nh1, w2

Nh2, . . . , w2
Nh(No−1)] as much as possible such 518

that the removal of hNh has minimal impact on the values 519

[y1, y2, . . . , y(No−1)]. 520

To expand this idea to other neurons in the hidden layer, we 521

should change the weight decay coefficients above the main 522

diagonal of W2, in descending order per column and in ascend- 523

ing order per row, so that the least weight decay coefficients 524

are placed on the main diagonal. Moreover, we should adjust 525

the weight decay coefficients below the main diagonal of W2
526

in ascending order per column and in a descending order per 527

row. We use ascending order per column so that the priority 528

level of output neurons decreases for larger ordinal numbers 529

and descending order per row forces the weight parameters 530

on the diagonal to contribute the most to the computation of 531

their corresponding output neuron. We propose (12) to com- 532

pute the weight decay coefficient for each weight parameter 533
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in order to regulate the sorted priority order of PNN neurons.534

Here, r and c denote the row and column index of the weight535

matrix, respectively. The parameter p stands for the number536

of neurons deleted at each model reduction process, hence the537

priority size538

f (x) =
⎧
⎨

⎩

[
λrc : λr(c+p)

] = βf
( r

c

)
, r ≥ c

[
λrc : λ(r+p)c

] = βf
(c

r

)
, r < c.

(12)539

Here, f (.) can be considered as a linear, exponential, or loga-540

rithmic, etc. growth function considering the target application.541

The type of function f (.) determines the variance of the pri-542

ority distribution among various neurons at each layer. The543

greater the variance of the priority distribution is, the more544

ways the original NN can be reconfigured into subnetworks.545

That means less neurons (p) are deleted per model reconfigura-546

tion (reduction) process. Larger variance for the priority order547

of neurons decreases the model accuracy as it enforces more548

constraints on weight parameters. Therefore, the function f (.)549

is assigned based on design requirements of the target applica-550

tion and the tradeoff between the model accuracy and number551

of subnetworks embedded in one NN model. The parameter β552

maps the computed value of weight decay from (12) to a range553

as λ ∈ [λmin:λmax]. This range is empirically selected based554

on the tradeoff between the model accuracy and the number555

of hidden neurons deleted per reconfiguration of the model-556

priority size. For our future work, we plan to automate the557

optimal selection of ranges for the weight decay coefficient.558

F. Other Types of Neural Networks559

The proposed priority-based approach is applied to a fully560

connected FFNN architecture. This is because state-of-the-561

art methods proposed fully connected FFNN as a predictive562

model to approximate dynamic behavior of physical systems in563

an MPC application. Previous state-of-the-art approaches has564

mostly focused on reducing the size of the fully connected565

layers in other NN architectures because these layers are well566

known to be parameter intensive and occupy more than 90%567

of the model size [15]. Another popular architecture of NNs568

for time series forecasting is RNN which is distinguished569

from FFNN by having signals traveling in both directions570

and introducing loops in the network. The RNN architecture571

can be converted into an FFNN by unfolding over time [11].572

Therefore, in our future work, we plan to expand our method573

to other NN architectures. Although we evaluate the effec-574

tiveness of our methodology for MPC applications, it can be575

generalized to other applications of NN models.576

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS577

A. Experimental Setup578

Our implementation is based on the TensorFlow frame-579

work [39] executed on a PC with a quad-core Intel Core i7580

and 16 GB of DDR3 RAM. The MPC formulation is imple-581

mented in software using the ACADO Toolkit framework [40],582

which is open source software written in C++ for automatic583

control and dynamic optimization. To evaluate the efficacy of584

our proposed methodology, we exploit the PNN as a predictive585

Fig. 6. Schematic of the vehicle model.

model in an MPC system for the path following application. 586

We describe the process on how we collect our training dataset 587

in the following section. 588

B. Simulation to Collect Training Data 589

As mentioned in Section II, the dynamic behavior of a 590

physical system formulated as ODE can be fitted into a fully 591

connected FFNN. The future control inputs and current state of 592

the physical system are fed as the input features to the FFNN 593

in order to predict the future outputs in the next n time steps. 594

To collect the training dataset, we exploit the following ODE 595

model of a vehicle [41] as shown in (13) and Fig. 6 to conduct 596

offline simulation of MPC for a path following application: 597

ṡ =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

v sin(θ)

v cos(θ)

cos(δ)a− 2

m
Fy,f sin(δ)

φ
1

J
(La(masin(δ)+ 2Fy,f cos(δ))− 2LbFy,r)

ω

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (13) 598

Here, s = [x, y, v, θ, φ, δ] is the vector of state variables with 599

acceleration a and steering angular speed ω as control inputs. 600

The variables x and y stand for longitudinal and lateral posi- 601

tions, and v and θ are velocity and the azimuth. The variables 602

δ and φ represent the steering angle and speed, respectively. 603

The distance from sprung mass center of gravity to the front 604

and rear axles are denoted as La and Lb, respectively, and J is 605

the angular momentum. The variables Fy,f and Fy,r stand for 606

front and rear tire lateral forces. These forces are computed 607

from the following equations: 608

Fy,f = Cy

(
δ − Laφ

v

)
(14a) 609

Fy,r = Cy

(
Lbφ

v

)
(14b) 610

where Cy is the lateral tire stiffness. We applied real-world 611

parameters of a 2011 Ford Fusion as La = Lb =1.5 m, mass 612

m = 1700 kg, and tire stiffness data for our experiments. The 613

MPC formulation to follow the reference path xr, yr is the 614
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Fig. 7. Performance of PNN for different ranges of weight decay coefficients.

solution to the following optimization problem:615

min.
x,y

Tp∑

t=0

‖x̂(k + 1|k)− xr(k + 1|k)‖2Qc
(15a)616

+ ‖ŷ(k + 1|k)− yr(k + 1|k)‖2Qc
(15b)617

s.t. δmin ≤ δ ≤ δmax (15c)618

ωmin ≤ ω ≤ ωmax (15d)619

amin ≤ a ≤ amax. (15e)620

We simulate the MPC to predict 101 time steps in the621

future with time intervals of 5.05 s for a vehicle with an622

average speed of v = 10 (m/s). The appropriate value for623

the prediction horizon and step size is bounded by some624

factors such as stability and accuracy requirements and it625

varies based on plant dynamic characteristics. We implement626

an FFNN with input size Ni = 6 + 102 for six values of627

current state variables and future control inputs in the next628

101 time steps. We select No = 102 as the output size for our629

NN to predict the future output of the physical system in the630

next 101 time steps. The number of hidden neurons in our631

three-layer FFNN are Nh = No.632

C. PNN Training633

In order to fine tune the range of weight decay coefficients634

λ ∈ [λmin:λmax] and select an appropriate value for the con-635

stant factor β in (12), we empirically pick the values that636

yield the best performance on a held-out dataset. Therefore,637

we conducted experiments based on five different ranges of638

coefficients. Fig. 7 shows the error rate of the PNN model with639

respect to variations in the range of weight decay coefficients.640

The optimal range of weight decay coefficients for each layer641

may change with respect to the size of the next layer. In642

back propagation training, the gradient term in (9) is scaled643

with the size of the next layer [42]. Therefore, to compen-644

sate for the rescaling in the gradient term of the update rule,645

the optimal range for weight decay coefficients might change.646

These results are derived for priority size of p = 10, which647

denotes the number of hidden neurons that are removed at each648

reconfiguration of the model to a smaller subnetwork. Greater649

values of p restrict the original NN model to be reconfigured650

to less number of subnetworks. Naturally, there is always a651

tradeoff between the accuracy of the model and the number652

of subnetworks as shown in Fig. 8. Considering this trade-653

off, the user might select an optimal priority size based on the654

design requirements for the target application. The error values655

Fig. 8. Performance of PNN for different priority sizes.

in this figure are collected while reducing the size of the NN 656

to 50% of its original size. A tradeoff still remains between the 657

number of subnetworks with acceptable error values and the 658

percentage at which the size of the model is reduced. With 659

respect to the application and design requirements, the user 660

may select the appropriate value for the hyper parameter p. 661

D. Comparison to State-of-the-Art Methodologies 662

We evaluate the performance of our methodology in train- 663

ing a resource-aware NN model with two state-of-the-art 664

approaches that are proposed as solutions to implement 665

resource efficient NN in embedded system. By using the nota- 666

tion resource-aware NN model, we are implying that these 667

NN models are targeted for systems that monitor the resource 668

usage and dynamically manage the allocated resources to the 669

NN model with respect to runtime constraints. The results are 670

collected for a three-layer fully connected NN of 108×102 and 671

102× 102 inputs to its hidden and output layers, respectively. 672

The Big/Little approach [16], suggests multiple implemen- 673

tations of an NN model with small to bigger sizes. In the 674

Incremental method [20], which is the most similar to ours, 675

the NN is trained based on an iteratively incremental train- 676

ing algorithm where the weights computed in the earlier 677

steps are fixed. The Big/Little approach would require sep- 678

arate memory storage to hold model parameters of different 679

sizes. Moreover, a retraining process is mandatory to gener- 680

ate multiple sizes for the NN model. The Inc method is more 681

memory efficient such that only one set of model parameters 682

are stored to implement an NN model that can be recon- 683

figured into subnetworks with different sizes. However, this 684

approach suffers from the retraining overhead per increment 685

of size. In today’s embedded systems, where runtime contin- 686

uous learning of NNs is required, retraining process overhead 687

is prohibitive [17]. Our proposed PNN model is memory effi- 688

cient such that only one set of weights are computed for 689

multiple subnetworks. Furthermore, we compute the model 690

parameters for PNN in a single-training process. Throughout 691

the examples, we use the following abbreviation to indicate the 692

three models: 1) PNN: priority-based; 2) Inc: Incremental; and 693

3) BL: Big/Little. 694

Emerging research is based on developing approaches to 695

estimate the number of neurons and hidden layers required 696

for an NN [43]. However, these approximations also depend 697

on the type of the database samples for which the network is 698

designed. Therefore, it is still challenging to determine a good 699

network topology for different applications. Therefore, exhaus- 700

tive pruning and model reduction methodologies are in demand 701
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9. Comparing activation values of neurons with respect to their ordinal
number. Activation values for neurons in (a) PNN, (b) Inc., and (c) Big/Little.

to reduce the over-sized NN models. One advantage of our702

proposed priority-based training algorithm is that it enforces a703

relatively sorted distribution to the activation values. We com-704

pare the activation value of hidden neurons for our proposed705

PNN model with respect to the incrementally trained model706

and the Big/Little model that is trained with no constraint on707

its weight parameters in Fig. 9. For fairness of comparison,708

all experiments are conducted with the same size for all three709

models. The ordinal number of the neuron denotes the position710

of the respective neuron in the layer. The dotted red line shows711

the trend for linear changes in activation values with respect to712

ordinal number of the neuron. As shown in Fig. 9(a), the acti-713

vation values for the hidden neurons in PNN with priority size714

p = 10 is following a sorted order. The trend line shows that the715

density of the model is mostly populated throughout the first716

neurons and the activation values for the neurons further in the717

end of the layer are forced to be very small. This is as opposed718

to the two other methods that show a more uniform distribu-719

tions of activation values for the neurons. The incremental720

approach in Fig. 9(b) also shows slight sorted order among721

activation values. However, as represented by the trend line,722

the rate of change for neuron’s activation value with respect723

to its ordinal number is very slow compared to PNN method.724

In other words, in incremental approach, the weight param-725

eters are adjusted more uniformly throughout the network.726

This decreases the number of subnetworks and the number727

TABLE I
COMPARING THE TRAINING PROCESS

of hidden neurons that can be pruned from the model without 728

major drop in accuracy. 729

Table I compares the training process for a three layer 730

fully connected FFNN using the three aforementioned meth- 731

ods. The data is collected to train six separate subnetworks of 732

various sizes using the three methods. As we can see in the 733

table, our proposed method can generate six separate subnet- 734

works in single training process. This is as opposed to the two 735

other methods that require retraining for each of the subnet- 736

works. The performance of these six subnetworks is evaluated 737

in Fig. 10(a) and (b) where the x-axis represents the num- 738

ber of hidden neurons at each subnetwork. The retraining 739

process imposes additional computation complexity to retune 740

the parameters and hyper parameters. We can see that our 741

proposed model reduces the computation overhead for the 742

training process substantially. The training time is a critical 743

matter especially in embedded systems for CPS applications 744

where many NN models are trained on the fly. 745

In Fig. 10(a), we show the prediction time values over 746

six different subnetwork sizes. The results show similar 747

performance for all three approaches in terms of runtime 748

prediction overhead which increases for larger network size. 749

As shown in the figure, by reducing the number of hidden 750

neurons to half of its original size, we can improve the compu- 751

tation overhead by 30%. However, this saving in computation 752

time comes as a tradeoff for model accuracy. Fig. 10(b) shows 753

the percentage prediction error values for different subnetwork 754

sizes. The results for the BL [16] method that trains the subnet- 755

works separately with no additional constraints show that after 756

a certain point the model error does not change with growth in 757

the NN size. This justifies the over-parameterization phenom- 758

ena in training the NN that urges pruning and model reduction 759

methodologies. Moreover, the mean of prediction error for 760

six different subnetworks using our proposed PNN method 761

and Inc. [20] are 0.2% and 0.25%, respectively. Therefore, 762

our proposed PNN method outperforms the Inc approach for 763

better prediction performance with no additional retraining 764

process needed. 765

In order to evaluate the comparability of model accuracy 766

among the three methods, we also show the probability distri- 767

bution of prediction error values in Fig. 10(c). These results 768

are collected for a full-size NN with no model reduction 769

process performed. We can see in the figure that the low 770

variation in prediction errors using our proposed PNN model, 771

confirms its stable performance in prediction of various test 772

data. Moreover, the average of prediction errors for the PNN 773

model is very close to that of BL method. This experiment 774

ensures that our proposed model is validated as a memory 775
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10. Performance comparison of three resource-aware approaches.
(a) Execution time. (b) Prediction error. (c) Probability distribution of
prediction error for full-size NN.

TABLE II
COMPARING MEMORY REDUCTION WITH RESPECT TO ERROR

efficient architecture for NN models with small drop in accu-776

racy and comparable performance can be acquired using all777

three methods.778

We compare the efficiency of the three resource-aware meth-779

ods in terms of memory requirements and model reduction780

complexity in Table II. The PNN and Inc methods are both781

memory efficient in that they need one set of weight parame-782

ters to store multiple subnetwork sizes. This is as opposed to783

the BL method that requires separate memory to store each784

subnetwork. Therefore, we can achieve 78% saving in memory785

to store six subnetworks with very small loss in accuracy.786

To summarize, our proposed PNN model outperforms the787

BL method with 89% reduction in training time and 78% sav-788

ing in memory storage. Moreover, the computation complexity789

of the model reduction process to search for n neurons below790

the pruning threshold is improved from O(n) to O(logn). The791

PNN model shows similar results to Inc method in terms of792

memory and model reduction complexity. However, we show 793

that PNN follows a single training process to adjust weight 794

parameters as opposed to Inc method that is based on multiple 795

retraining. Therefore, The PNN model can cut down the train- 796

ing time by 86% with respect to Inc method while maintaining 797

a better prediction performance from 0.25% to 0.21%. 798

V. CONCLUSION 799

In this paper, we proposed PNN, a resource-aware NN 800

model with a reconfigurable architecture. We proposed a train- 801

ing algorithm to exploit regularization constraints on each 802

neuron based on their ordinal number at a given layer. This 803

enforces a sorted order distribution for the activation value of 804

the neurons. We implemented our model for a three-layer fully 805

connected NN architecture to be employed as the predictive 806

model of a vehicle in MPC for path tracking application. 807

To corroborate the effectiveness of our proposed methodol- 808

ogy, we compared it with two state-of-the-art methods for 809

resource-aware NN design. We showed that compared to cur- 810

rent state-of-the-art, our approach achieves 75% reduction in 811

memory usage and 87% less training time with no significant 812

drop in accuracy. Moreover, we improve the computational 813

complexity of the model reduction process in order to prune 814

n number of neurons, from O(n) to O(logn). 815
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Abstract—Advances in sensing, computation, storage, and1

actuation technologies have entered cyber-physical systems2

(CPSs) into the smart era where complex control applications3

requiring high performance are supported. Neural networks4

(NNs) models are proposed as a predictive model to be used in5

model predictive control (MPC) applications. However, the ability6

to efficiently exploit resource hungry NNs in embedded resource-7

bound settings is a major challenge. In this paper, we propose8

priority neuron network (PNN), a resource-aware NNs model that9

can be reconfigured into smaller subnetworks at runtime. This10

approach enables a tradeoff between the model’s computation11

time and accuracy based on available resources. The PNN model12

is memory efficient since it stores only one set of parameters13

to account for various subnetwork sizes. We propose a train-14

ing algorithm that applies regularization techniques to constrain15

the activation value of neurons and assigns a priority to each16

one. We consider the neuron’s ordinal number as our priority17

criteria in that the priority of the neuron is inversely propor-18

tional to its ordinal number in the layer. This imposes a relatively19

sorted order on the activation values. We conduct experiments to20

employ our PNN as the predictive model of a vehicle in MPC for21

path tracking. To corroborate the effectiveness of our proposed22

methodology, we compare it with two state-of-the-art methods for23

resource-aware NN design. Compared to state-of-the-art work,24

our approach can cut down the training time by 87% and reduce25

the memory storage by 75% while achieving similar accuracy.26

Moreover, we decrease the computation overhead for the model27

reduction process that searches for n neurons below a threshold,28

from O(n) to O(logn).29

Index Terms—Cyber-physical system, model predictive control30

(MPC), neural networks (NNs), resource-aware.31

I. INTRODUCTION32

CYBER-PHYSICAL systems (CPSs) are composed of33

cyber and physical components in a feedback loop, where34

physical processes affect computations and vice versa [1]–[3].35

With the recent developments in CPS, cloud computing,36

machine learning, and artificial intelligence technologies, it37

is just a matter of time before autonomous drivers replace38
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Fig. 1. MPC loop.

humans on the road. Vehicles are now embedded with intel- 39

ligent devices that enable the vehicle to respond to various 40

factors and obstacles, sudden acceleration or braking, etc., 41

in real-time. The control and prediction of system dynamics 42

are important factors in autonomous driving [4], [5]. Model 43

predictive control (MPC), also known as receding horizon con- 44

trol, is an advanced control method. MPC makes explicit use 45

of a model of the physical system to estimate its behavior for 46

a given stream of inputs in a predetermined prediction hori- 47

zon. The predicted outputs depend on the past inputs/outputs, 48

and the future control signals [6]. As shown in Fig. 1, these 49

future control signals are calculated by the optimizer taking 50

into account the cost function and enforced constraints. The 51

cost function usually takes the form of a quadratic function 52

of errors between the predicted output signal and the refer- 53

ence trajectory. In the standard approach, ordinary differential 54

equations (ODEs) are employed as the predictive model to 55

represent the dynamic behavior of a physical system. Iterative 56

methods to approximate a solution for nonlinear ODEs have 57

introduced challenges in the design of embedded MPCs in 58

terms of scalability, performance, and power consumption [7]. 59

The computational overhead in traditional MPC grows 60

exponentially with the length of the prediction horizon [8]. 61

Research shows that a stable MPC controller requires a suffi- 62

ciently large prediction horizon [9]. On the other hand, short 63

prediction horizons are preferred for improved prediction accu- 64

racy of predictive models. This is because harmful effects 65

of the poor estimates are amplified over a long prediction 66

horizon time. Here, the problem is addressed by proposing 67

an MPC approach that uses an adaptive prediction horizon 68

with respect to quality measures [10]. However, the numerical 69

effort needed in order to solve the optimal control problem 70

for a long prediction horizon still remains significant. One 71

0278-0070 c© 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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approach to overcome the computational burden of long hori-72

zon predictions is by implementing multirate prediction. In73

this approach, each look-ahead has a separate weight in the74

estimation of the steering input, where the furthest look-ahead75

point has the lowest weight [8].76

Another method that is proposed to handle the computa-77

tional issue associated with MPC systems is to use accelerated78

predictive models of the physical system. Different variants79

of neural networks (NNs) (e.g., recurrent NNs (RNNs) [11])80

hold promising performance for time-series prediction as they81

can easily be built to predict multiple steps ahead all at82

once. These models are well-known to have the ability to83

learn linear and nonlinear relations between input and output84

variables without prior knowledge [12]. However, the use of85

NN models for long prediction horizon MPC problems could86

raise scalability and computational complexity challenges.87

The state-of-the-art methodologies are focused on reducing88

the size of the NN models without significantly affecting89

the performance [13]–[15]. These methodologies leverage the90

intrinsic error tolerance property of the NN models due to their91

parallel and distributed structure. Therefore, model reduction92

schemes could be exploited to employ the NN as the predictive93

model in the MPC loop. Several recent studies have focused94

on rescaling the size of the NN to adjust the resource usage on95

the embedded platform with respect to response time, power,96

and accuracy targets [16]. In other words, several sizes of the97

NN are available at runtime to manage resources for inference98

time-, safety-, and energy-constrained tasks. Moreover, contin-99

uous learning of NNs in data-driven modeling [17], transfer100

learning techniques [18], and adaptive modeling [19] impose101

significant training-time constraints at runtime.102

A. Our Contribution103

In this paper, we propose priority neuron network (PNN),104

a novel NN model that is featured with a reconfigurable105

architecture. Our objective is to design a resource-aware recon-106

figurable NN model that not only computes the future outputs107

as time series data in constant time, but is also memory effi-108

cient. The summary of our contributions in this paper are109

as follows.110

1) We develop a reconfigurable NN model to fit the111

dynamic behavior of the physical systems for multistep-112

ahead prediction in receding horizon problems. Our113

resource-aware NN model can be reconfigured to var-114

ious network sizes at runtime while storing only one set115

of weight parameters for memory efficiency.116

2) We propose a training algorithm that controls the pri-117

ority of each neuron in the computation of the model’s118

output. We regulate the priority of each neuron using119

regularization techniques enforced on weight parame-120

ters. We consider the neuron’s ordinal number as our121

priority criteria in that the priority of the neuron is122

inversely proportional to its ordinal number. We can123

reconfigure our NN model to smaller sizes by elimi-124

nating low priority neurons. This approach allows the125

tradeoff between the model’s computation time and126

accuracy in resource-constrained systems.127

3) We implement our reconfigurable NN model that con- 128

tains multiple subnetworks using one-time training, 129

hence reducing overall training time. 130

4) Our priority-based training algorithm enforces a sorted 131

distribution on activation values of neurons. This helps 132

to reduce the computation complexity of the model 133

reduction process when searching for n neurons below 134

the pruning threshold, from O(n) to O(logn). It needs 135

to be pointed out that we are not proposing a pruning 136

methodology, but a memory efficient NN model that can 137

be reconfigured to smaller sizes with less computation 138

complexity at runtime. 139

5) We apply our method to train a three-layer fully con- 140

nected NN model to be employed as the predictive 141

model of a vehicle in MPC for path tracking applica- 142

tion. We conduct closed-loop simulation of MPC using 143

ODE predictive models to collect the training data. 144

To evaluate the efficacy of our methodology, we com- 145

pare it with two state-of-the-art approaches-Inc [20] 146

and Big/Little [16]—that are targeted for resource-aware 147

NN design in embedded systems. We show that our 148

proposed PNN model outperforms the BL method with 149

89% reduction in training time and 78% saving in 150

memory storage. The PNN model shows similar results 151

to Inc method in terms of memory and model reduc- 152

tion complexity. However, we show that PNN follows 153

a single training process to adjust weight parameters as 154

opposed to Inc method that is based on multiple retrain- 155

ing. Therefore, the PNN model can cut down the training 156

time by 86% with respect to Inc method while main- 157

taining a better prediction performance from 0.25% to 158

0.21%. 159

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, 160

we summarize the state-of-the-art approaches to solve the 161

computational complexity of MPC systems and design 162

resource-efficient NN models. We describe our proposed 163

method in Section III. We demonstrate the effectiveness of 164

our framework for path following application in Section IV. 165

Finally, we give our conclusions in Section V. 166

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 167

Advanced control methodologies have emerged for path 168

planning and path following applications in modern vehicles. 169

Nonlinear MPC is leveraged to develop path following con- 170

trol systems while handling model uncertainties, constraints 171

and nonlinearities. A predictive model of the physical plant 172

is used to estimate the future outputs for a prediction horizon 173

within a window of time and with respect to known input and 174

output values (Fig. 1). Mathematical descriptions in the form 175

of ODEs are used to model the linear/nonlinear behavior of 176

the physical system [21]. ODE solvers are applied to estimate 177

solutions that converge to the exact solution of an equation 178

or system of equations [22]. A runtime optimization routine 179

is evaluated as a parametric quadratic function to calculate 180

a set of future control inputs subject to constraints enforced 181

by the environment and system dynamics. These routines are 182
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computationally intensive, and for nonlinear physical mod-183

els, the computational overhead grows with complexity of the184

model [23].185

One of the challenges in classic MPC is that the compu-186

tational overhead increases with the length of the prediction187

horizon [8]. One approach to overcome the computational bur-188

den of long horizon predictions is by implementing a multirate189

prediction control strategy, where the prediction horizon is190

sampled in nonequidistant way [24]. In this approach, for a191

determined prediction horizon of n time steps, the initial steps192

have a shorter sampling period than the ones in the more dis-193

tant future. In other words, fine tuning the control in such194

a way as to reduce the importance of predictions that con-195

tribute to time steps further in the future. Novel approaches196

are proposed for nonlinear dynamic system modeling and iden-197

tification, where the NN realizes the behavior of a set of ODEs198

with smaller computation overhead [12], [25]. Moreover, data-199

driven NNs are increasingly in demand. Data-driven NNs are200

based on direct use of input-output observations collected from201

various real-world processes to perform system optimization,202

control and/or modeling [26]. Classic NNs have a three-layer203

structure, namely input, hidden, and output layers. Each layer204

contains a set of neurons with edges to pass the information.205

The edges entering the neurons are associated with weight206

parameters. The weight parameters are adjusted in a training207

algorithm (e.g., by back propagation) so that the difference208

between the network’s prediction and the target output is209

minimized.210

Developing resource-efficient NNs for embedded systems211

with limited hardware resources is a challenging task. To solve212

the memory complexity of NN models, many model com-213

pression approaches are proposed based on the claim that214

NN models have natural error tolerance because NNs usu-215

ally contain more neurons than necessary to solve a given216

problem [27]. Many network pruning and model reduction217

techniques are proposed in the previous work with promising218

results [28]–[30]. However, finding an optimal pruning solu-219

tion is NP-hard and requires a costly retraining process [31].220

Many works have focused on selecting weight parameters for221

pruning based on criteria such as magnitude of the weight,222

activation value for the respective neuron, and increase in223

training error [32]–[34]. Han et al. [35] proposed an iterative224

pruning method that removes all neuron connections whose225

weight is lower than a certain threshold. This approach con-226

verts a dense fully connected layer into a sparser layer. The227

pruning is followed by a retraining process to boost the228

performance of the trimmed NN. A common approach to229

reduce the size of the “parameter intensive” fully connected230

layers is to reduce the magnitude of the overall weight param-231

eters by including regularization terms in the model’s cost232

function. Pan et al. [15] exploited regularization terms during233

the training process to simplify the NN model. At the end of234

the training, the NN is trimmed by dropping neurons below a235

certain threshold.236

Another approach to address resource-constrained deploy-237

ment of NNs for embedded systems is to adapt the size of the238

NN model to the performance requirements. Park et al. [16]239

addressed the energy complexity of NNs using a novel240

big/little implementation, whereby a score margin metric is 241

employed to select between the two sizes. This approach is 242

memory intensive such that it requires storing separate sets of 243

weights for different sizes of NNs. Tann et al. [20] addressed 244

the memory complexity problem by proposing a multistep 245

incremental training algorithm such that the weights trained in 246

earlier steps are fixed. In this method, multiple subnetworks 247

with different sizes are formed while storing and using only 248

one sets of weight parameters. Although this approach is close 249

to ours, our proposed method is more computationally flexible 250

in generating multiple subnetwork sizes and does not suffer 251

from a time-consuming retraining process. In the following 252

section, we describe PNN, our proposed reconfigurable NN 253

model and its training algorithm. 254

III. METHOD 255

A. Application of Neural Networks in Model Predictive 256

Control 257

MPC exploits a predictive model of the physical system to 258

produce an optimized control input sequence. The predictive 259

model computes the output of the system, a number of time 260

steps into the future based on the current output and future con- 261

trol input values. Therefore, the predictive model to estimate 262

future outputs at time k in the next n time steps—Y(k+n|k)— 263

can be formulated as a time series prediction function f of 264

future control inputs I(k + n|k) and a vector of current state 265

variables S(k|k) for S = [S0, S1, . . . , SNs ]. Time-series data is 266

a sequence of time-ordered values as measurements of some 267

physical process [36] 268

Y(k + n|k) = f (S(k|k), I(k + n|k)). (1) 269

The prediction function in (1) can be fitted in a multiple 270

input multiple output NN model with future control inputs and 271

current state of the physical system as its input features and 272

the future outputs in the next n time steps as its target outputs. 273

Once the function is learned, the acyclic NN model computes 274

the future outputs as a time-series data in constant computing 275

time [12]. We use a three-layer fully connected feed-forward 276

NN (FFNN) to fit (1) and approximate the dynamic behavior 277

of the physical system. The FFNN is a class of NNs, where the 278

input signal feeds forward through the network layers to the 279

output in a single direction. Here, each layer of the network 280

consists of computing neurons with edges that typically have 281

a weight parameter. The output ŷi of the NN model can be 282

computed as follows given xk input features for i ∈ {1 · · ·No} 283

and k ∈ {1 · · ·Ni}: 284

ŷi =
Nh∑

j=1

[
w2

ji σ

( Ni∑

k=1

w1
kjxk + θ1

j

)
+ θ2

i

]
(2) 285

where Ni, Nh, and No denote the numbers of input-layer, 286

hidden-layer, and output-layer neurons, respectively. The 287

parameters w1
kj and w2

ji are weights connecting the first layer 288

to hidden layer and connecting the hidden layer to the output 289

layer, respectively, and are adjusted in the learning process. 290

The threshold offsets for the hidden and output layers are 291

represented as θ1 and θ2. The function σ(.) represents an 292
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activation functions, e.g., sigmoid, or rectified linear unit293

(ReLU), that limits the variation to output values with respect294

to changes in NN parameters.295

B. Architecture of Priority Neuron Neural Network As296

Predictive Model in MPC297

We propose PNN, a resource-aware reconfigurable NN such298

that the full model can be reconfigured to smaller sizes for less299

computation time and relatively comparable accuracy. Here,300

we deploy our proposed NN model for multistep ahead time-301

series prediction in constant time for an MPC application.302

However, the proposed NN model can be generalized for other303

prediction applications, e.g., computer vision. As stated in304

Section III-A, the nonlinear model in (1) is used by MPC to305

compute future behavior of the physical system can be fitted306

into a three-layer fully connected FFNN. The future control307

inputs and current state of the physical system are given as308

the input features to the FFNN to approximate the future out-309

puts in the next n time steps. The proposed NN model can be310

described as in (2) for Ni = (# of state variables(Ns) + No)311

and Nh = No = (# of time steps in the prediction horizon(n)).312

The value for Nh is set empirically equal to No. We have two313

weight matrices W1 and W2 with sizes (Ni×Nh) and (Nh×No)314

containing connecting weights of our hidden and output lay-315

ers, respectively. We use the ReLU activation function which316

is one of the most widely used activation functions and is317

defined as318

σ(z) = max(0, z). (3)319

During the prediction process of the NN, we would ideally320

want a few neurons in the network to not activate, thereby321

making the activations sparse and efficient. The ReLU activa-322

tion function gives us the ability to design a sparser NN model323

because it outputs 0 for negative input values and imposes no324

constraint on the positive inputs. Equation (2) is broken down325

into (4a) and (4b) to compute the outputs of hidden and output326

neurons, respectively. Here, for brevity, the bias parameters are327

deleted328

hj = σ

( Ni∑

k=1

w1
kjxk

)
(4a)329

ŷi =
Nh∑

j=1

(
w2

ji hj

)
. (4b)330

Hereafter, we are seeking a methodology for an architec-331

ture of an NN that stores one set of weight parameters yet332

can be reconfigured to smaller sizes of the NN with small333

drop in accuracy. To adopt the reconfigurability feature in334

our model, we exploit the multirate prediction idea suggested335

by [8] that assigns lower accent to further look-ahead points336

in the computation of the future dynamic behavior of the337

system. Therefore, the proposed PNN model follows a sequen-338

tial priority-based architecture. This means we consider the339

neurons’ ordinal numbers as our priority criteria such that the340

priority of each neuron is inversely proportional to its ordi-341

nal number in the given layer. Therefore, the model can be342

Fig. 2. PNN model.

reduced starting from the neuron with the highest ordinal num- 343

ber. Our goal is to synchronize the priority level of the output 344

and hidden neurons so that the model reduction process is 345

more computationally efficient for runtime applications. We 346

will elaborate more on this in Section III-D. In Fig. 2, we show 347

the architecture of the proposed PNN as a three-layer FFNN 348

where higher priority neurons are colored darker. We can 349

deploy PNN as a resource-aware predictive model for closed- 350

loop MPC to estimate the future outputs [Y0, Y1, . . . , YNh ]. 351

Here, we use the future control inputs [I0, I1, . . . , INh ] and cur- 352

rent state variables [S0, S1, . . . , SNs ] as input features. In the 353

following section, we describe our proposed training algorithm 354

and the associated cost function to develop the priority-based 355

NN model. 356

C. Training Algorithm to Prioritize Neurons 357

During the training process of an NN, an optimization algo- 358

rithm is exploited to minimize an objective function E0(.), 359

which is simply a mathematical function based on the model’s 360

learning parameters (e.g., weights and biases). We might use 361

sum of the squared deviations of our neuron’s output ŷi from 362

the target output yi as the loss function for No number of 363

outputs denoted as 364

E0(w, b) = 1

2No

No∑

i=1

(
yi − ŷi

)2
. (5) 365

The learning parameters are optimized and updated in an 366

iterative training process toward a solution that minimizes 367

the loss function. A learning rate η is assigned to the train- 368

ing algorithm that determines the size of the steps we take 369

at each iteration to reach a (local) minimum. For a convex 370

optimization problem like this, we use derivatives of the loss 371

function ∇E. Therefore, the following updating rule is for- 372

mulated for the weight parameters to be updated after (t+1)th 373

update iteration: 374

wt+1 ← wt − η∇E0. (6) 375

For our optimization algorithm, we employ a variant of gra- 376

dient descent called adaptive moment estimation (Adam) [37] 377
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which computes individual adaptive learning rates for different378

parameters from estimates of first and second moments of the379

gradients. In the proposed PNN model, the priority of the neu-380

ron determines how important the value of that neuron is in the381

overall performance of the NN. In order to control the prior-382

ity of each neuron, we enforce constraints on the computation383

of its output value. This can be done through regulariza-384

tion techniques that restrain the growth of weight parameters.385

From (4), we see that the weight parameters used to com-386

pute the hidden neuron hj are W1[:, j] = [w1
1j, w1

2j, . . . , w1
Nij

].387

The output neuron ŷi is computed using weight parameters388

W2[:, i] = [w2
1i, w2

2i, . . . , w2
Nhi]. We call the weight parameters389

of each neuron its associated weights.390

1) Regularization: A common approach to reduce the com-391

plexity and size of NN models is to constrain the magnitude392

of the overall weight parameters by including regularization393

terms in the model’s cost function. The L1 norm is one of the394

most commonly used regularization techniques that penalizes395

weight values by adding the sum of their absolutes to the error396

term. Therefore, the cost function E with the L1 regularization397

term is398

E(w, b) = E0(w, b)+ 1

2
λ

2∑

l=1

Nl∑

i=1

|Wl
i | (7)399

where λ is the weight decay coefficient for which larger values400

lead to larger cost, and causes the training algorithm to gen-401

erate small weight values. Existing work sets the same weight402

decay coefficient for all layers to avoid the computational costs403

required to manually fine-tune each coefficient. However, to404

train our priority-based NN model, we penalize each weight405

with a specific weight decay coefficient so that the value of406

the corresponding weight is constrained to grow up only to a407

desired threshold point. Hence, the activation of each neuron408

is governed by the weight decay coefficients of its associated409

weights. As shown in Algorithm 1, we use a new cost function410

for our three-layer fully connected feed-forward PNN411

E(w, b) = E0(w, b)+ 1

2

Ni∑

k=1

Nh∑

j=1

|λ1
kjw

1
kj| +

1

2

Nh∑

j=1

No∑

i=1

|λ2
jiw

2
ji|412

(8)413

for λ1 ∈ �1 and λ2 ∈ �2, where �1 and �2 are two weight414

decay matrices of our hidden and output layers, respectively.415

Therefore, the new updating rule for weight parameters is416

wt+1 ← wt − η
(
∇E0 +�1W1 +�2W2

)
. (9)417

In the following section, we describe our heuristic algorithm418

used to assign values to weight decay coefficients such that a419

sorted priority-based architecture is enforced on the proposed420

NN model.421

D. Model Reconfiguration of PNN Model422

In PNN, we want to force a priority onto each neuron during423

the computation of model output so that the accuracy is main-424

tained after reconfiguring the network to smaller subnetworks425

by removing low priority neurons. Therefore, we consider426

larger weight decay coefficients for associated weights of427

Algorithm 1: Priority Neuron Training Algorithm
Input: input features - x
Input: output targets - y
Output: trained NN - PNN
Output: estimated outputs - ŷ
// initialize NN weights

1 init_random W
// estimate outputs given W weights

2 ŷ = PNN (x) [W]
// evaluate residual error

3 err =∑No
i=0(yi − ŷi)

2

// evaluate regularization penalty
4 reg =∑ |�1

Ni×Nh
.W1

Ni×Nh
| +∑ |�2

Nh×No
.W2

Nh×No
|

// evaluate loss function
5 loss = err+ reg
// optimize W weights for minimal loss

6 W = AdamOptimizer (loss)
// estimate outputs given optimal W

7 ŷ = PNN (x) [W]
8 return [PNN, ŷ]

neurons that are desired to have lower level of priority and 428

vice versa. We are following the multirate prediction scheme 429

that allocates less stress on accuracy of further look-ahead 430

points. We design our weight decay matrices so that a sorted 431

priority-based architecture for our PNN is developed during 432

the training process. The intuition behind the sorted priority- 433

based architecture of the PNN is to reduce the complexity 434

of the model reconfiguration and reduction process. Model 435

pruning approaches to constrain the complexity of NN models 436

by applying regularization techniques, have been around for a 437

while [28], [38]. These approaches are based on an exhaustive 438

search process to remove neurons with activation values below 439

a certain threshold. In our proposed priority-based architecture, 440

we enforce a sorted priority on hidden neurons to compute the 441

overall performance of the model. This helps reduce the time 442

complexity for searching neurons below a certain activation 443

value as we can employ a binary search algorithm. Therefore, 444

the worst-case time complexity for the model pruning pro- 445

cess in our PNN model with n number of hidden neurons is 446

O(logn) as opposed to standard architectures that require O(n) 447

worst-case time complexity to prune the network. Moreover, 448

the model can be reduced to smaller subnetworks at constant 449

time O(1) due to its reconfigurability feature that is adopted 450

throughout the training process. 451

There is always a tradeoff between the number of subnet- 452

works and the accuracy of the model. We assign the same 453

level of priority to the number of neurons that are deleted 454

at each level of model reduction. We call this number the 455

priority size and denote it as p. Fig. 3 illustrates the recon- 456

figuration process of the original NN model where neurons 457

are sorted and colored in terms of priority and importance. At 458

each level of reconfiguration, p number of hidden neurons with 459

the least level of priority are deleted from the end of the hid- 460

den layer. Hence, their input and output weight connections 461

are also removed from the weight space of the NN. These 462
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Fig. 3. Model reduction process for a three-layer fully connected NN with
priority size p = 4.

subnetworks can be deployed separately while reducing the463

memory complexity to a single network. In other words, only464

one set of weight parameters are stored for multiple subnet-465

works of different sizes. We consider neuron’s ordinal number466

as our priority criteria which can be mapped into index values467

for neuron’s associated weights. Therefore, the weight decays468

vary with respect to row and column indices of the weight469

matrix where r and c denote the row and column indices,470

respectively. Equations (10) and (11) are expanded from (4).471

In (11), we see No number of output formulas that are used to472

estimate the future output behavior of the physical system in473

the next No time steps, hence the size of the prediction hori-474

zon is No. It needs to be noted that, here we do not include475

the bias terms for simplification purposes476

h0 = w1
00s0 + w1

10s1 + · · · + w1
Ni0INi (10a)477

h1 = w1
01s0 + w1

11s1 + · · · + w1
Ni1INi (10b)478

. . .479

hNh = w1
0Nh

s0 + w1
1Nh

s1 + · · · + w1
NiNh

INh (10c)480

y0 = w2
00h0 + w2

10h1 + · · · + w2
Nh0hNh (11a)481

y1 = w2
01h0 + w2

11h1 + · · · + w2
Nh1hNh (11b)482

. . .483

yNo = w2
0No

h0 + w2
1No

h1 + · · · + w2
NhNo

hNh . (11c)484

Let us assume that the model is trained for a priority-485

based architecture where the priority of neurons decreases486

inversely with their ordinal number. For a pretrained model487

with priority size p = 1, we want to reduce the size488

of the model by removing hidden neuron hNh with the489

least priority level from the hidden layer. While removing490

the hidden neuron hNo , its associated weight connections491

W1[:, Nh] = [w1
0Nh

, w1
1Nh

, . . . , w1
NiNh

] and W2[Nh, :] =492

[w2
Nh1, w2

Nh2, . . . , w2
Nh(No−1)] are removed from W1 and W2,493

respectively. In the next section, we describe the selection of494

weight decay coefficients to enforce a sorted priority on hid-495

den and output neurons. For a simple implementation we use496

the same number of hidden and output neurons. Therefore, the497

W2 weight matrix is squared.498

E. Decay Matrix499

A graphical illustration of our W1 and W2 weight matri-500

ces for hidden and output layers with p = 1 is shown501

Fig. 4. Weight parameters of hidden layer.

Fig. 5. Weight parameters of output layer.

in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The weight matrices in 502

Figs. 4 and 5 are darker colored based on the value of their cor- 503

responding weight decay coefficients. This helps to visualize 504

the selected distribution pattern for weight decay coefficients 505

where a priority-based architecture for our PNN model is 506

developed. In order to maintain the accuracy of the model 507

after the removal of hidden neuron hNh [computed in (10c)], 508

we want the model reduction to affect the least number of out- 509

put neurons possible. Therefore, we seek to adjust the weight 510

parameters so that removing the hidden neuron hNh mostly 511

impacts the least priority output neuron yNo . Hence, we select 512

weight decay coefficients for the weight parameters in the vec- 513

tor [w2
Nh1, w2

Nh2, . . . , w2
NhNo

] in a descending order so that the 514

least weight decay value is assigned for w2
NhNo

. Smaller weight 515

decay coefficients push the training algorithm to assign greater 516

values for the weight parameters. In this method, we try to 517

zero out [w2
Nh1, w2

Nh2, . . . , w2
Nh(No−1)] as much as possible such 518

that the removal of hNh has minimal impact on the values 519

[y1, y2, . . . , y(No−1)]. 520

To expand this idea to other neurons in the hidden layer, we 521

should change the weight decay coefficients above the main 522

diagonal of W2, in descending order per column and in ascend- 523

ing order per row, so that the least weight decay coefficients 524

are placed on the main diagonal. Moreover, we should adjust 525

the weight decay coefficients below the main diagonal of W2
526

in ascending order per column and in a descending order per 527

row. We use ascending order per column so that the priority 528

level of output neurons decreases for larger ordinal numbers 529

and descending order per row forces the weight parameters 530

on the diagonal to contribute the most to the computation of 531

their corresponding output neuron. We propose (12) to com- 532

pute the weight decay coefficient for each weight parameter 533
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in order to regulate the sorted priority order of PNN neurons.534

Here, r and c denote the row and column index of the weight535

matrix, respectively. The parameter p stands for the number536

of neurons deleted at each model reduction process, hence the537

priority size538

f (x) =
⎧
⎨

⎩

[
λrc : λr(c+p)

] = βf
( r

c

)
, r ≥ c

[
λrc : λ(r+p)c

] = βf
(c

r

)
, r < c.

(12)539

Here, f (.) can be considered as a linear, exponential, or loga-540

rithmic, etc. growth function considering the target application.541

The type of function f (.) determines the variance of the pri-542

ority distribution among various neurons at each layer. The543

greater the variance of the priority distribution is, the more544

ways the original NN can be reconfigured into subnetworks.545

That means less neurons (p) are deleted per model reconfigura-546

tion (reduction) process. Larger variance for the priority order547

of neurons decreases the model accuracy as it enforces more548

constraints on weight parameters. Therefore, the function f (.)549

is assigned based on design requirements of the target applica-550

tion and the tradeoff between the model accuracy and number551

of subnetworks embedded in one NN model. The parameter β552

maps the computed value of weight decay from (12) to a range553

as λ ∈ [λmin:λmax]. This range is empirically selected based554

on the tradeoff between the model accuracy and the number555

of hidden neurons deleted per reconfiguration of the model-556

priority size. For our future work, we plan to automate the557

optimal selection of ranges for the weight decay coefficient.558

F. Other Types of Neural Networks559

The proposed priority-based approach is applied to a fully560

connected FFNN architecture. This is because state-of-the-561

art methods proposed fully connected FFNN as a predictive562

model to approximate dynamic behavior of physical systems in563

an MPC application. Previous state-of-the-art approaches has564

mostly focused on reducing the size of the fully connected565

layers in other NN architectures because these layers are well566

known to be parameter intensive and occupy more than 90%567

of the model size [15]. Another popular architecture of NNs568

for time series forecasting is RNN which is distinguished569

from FFNN by having signals traveling in both directions570

and introducing loops in the network. The RNN architecture571

can be converted into an FFNN by unfolding over time [11].572

Therefore, in our future work, we plan to expand our method573

to other NN architectures. Although we evaluate the effec-574

tiveness of our methodology for MPC applications, it can be575

generalized to other applications of NN models.576

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS577

A. Experimental Setup578

Our implementation is based on the TensorFlow frame-579

work [39] executed on a PC with a quad-core Intel Core i7580

and 16 GB of DDR3 RAM. The MPC formulation is imple-581

mented in software using the ACADO Toolkit framework [40],582

which is open source software written in C++ for automatic583

control and dynamic optimization. To evaluate the efficacy of584

our proposed methodology, we exploit the PNN as a predictive585

Fig. 6. Schematic of the vehicle model.

model in an MPC system for the path following application. 586

We describe the process on how we collect our training dataset 587

in the following section. 588

B. Simulation to Collect Training Data 589

As mentioned in Section II, the dynamic behavior of a 590

physical system formulated as ODE can be fitted into a fully 591

connected FFNN. The future control inputs and current state of 592

the physical system are fed as the input features to the FFNN 593

in order to predict the future outputs in the next n time steps. 594

To collect the training dataset, we exploit the following ODE 595

model of a vehicle [41] as shown in (13) and Fig. 6 to conduct 596

offline simulation of MPC for a path following application: 597

ṡ =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

v sin(θ)

v cos(θ)

cos(δ)a− 2

m
Fy,f sin(δ)

φ
1

J
(La(masin(δ)+ 2Fy,f cos(δ))− 2LbFy,r)

ω

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (13) 598

Here, s = [x, y, v, θ, φ, δ] is the vector of state variables with 599

acceleration a and steering angular speed ω as control inputs. 600

The variables x and y stand for longitudinal and lateral posi- 601

tions, and v and θ are velocity and the azimuth. The variables 602

δ and φ represent the steering angle and speed, respectively. 603

The distance from sprung mass center of gravity to the front 604

and rear axles are denoted as La and Lb, respectively, and J is 605

the angular momentum. The variables Fy,f and Fy,r stand for 606

front and rear tire lateral forces. These forces are computed 607

from the following equations: 608

Fy,f = Cy

(
δ − Laφ

v

)
(14a) 609

Fy,r = Cy

(
Lbφ

v

)
(14b) 610

where Cy is the lateral tire stiffness. We applied real-world 611

parameters of a 2011 Ford Fusion as La = Lb =1.5 m, mass 612

m = 1700 kg, and tire stiffness data for our experiments. The 613

MPC formulation to follow the reference path xr, yr is the 614
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Fig. 7. Performance of PNN for different ranges of weight decay coefficients.

solution to the following optimization problem:615

min.
x,y

Tp∑

t=0

‖x̂(k + 1|k)− xr(k + 1|k)‖2Qc
(15a)616

+ ‖ŷ(k + 1|k)− yr(k + 1|k)‖2Qc
(15b)617

s.t. δmin ≤ δ ≤ δmax (15c)618

ωmin ≤ ω ≤ ωmax (15d)619

amin ≤ a ≤ amax. (15e)620

We simulate the MPC to predict 101 time steps in the621

future with time intervals of 5.05 s for a vehicle with an622

average speed of v = 10 (m/s). The appropriate value for623

the prediction horizon and step size is bounded by some624

factors such as stability and accuracy requirements and it625

varies based on plant dynamic characteristics. We implement626

an FFNN with input size Ni = 6 + 102 for six values of627

current state variables and future control inputs in the next628

101 time steps. We select No = 102 as the output size for our629

NN to predict the future output of the physical system in the630

next 101 time steps. The number of hidden neurons in our631

three-layer FFNN are Nh = No.632

C. PNN Training633

In order to fine tune the range of weight decay coefficients634

λ ∈ [λmin:λmax] and select an appropriate value for the con-635

stant factor β in (12), we empirically pick the values that636

yield the best performance on a held-out dataset. Therefore,637

we conducted experiments based on five different ranges of638

coefficients. Fig. 7 shows the error rate of the PNN model with639

respect to variations in the range of weight decay coefficients.640

The optimal range of weight decay coefficients for each layer641

may change with respect to the size of the next layer. In642

back propagation training, the gradient term in (9) is scaled643

with the size of the next layer [42]. Therefore, to compen-644

sate for the rescaling in the gradient term of the update rule,645

the optimal range for weight decay coefficients might change.646

These results are derived for priority size of p = 10, which647

denotes the number of hidden neurons that are removed at each648

reconfiguration of the model to a smaller subnetwork. Greater649

values of p restrict the original NN model to be reconfigured650

to less number of subnetworks. Naturally, there is always a651

tradeoff between the accuracy of the model and the number652

of subnetworks as shown in Fig. 8. Considering this trade-653

off, the user might select an optimal priority size based on the654

design requirements for the target application. The error values655

Fig. 8. Performance of PNN for different priority sizes.

in this figure are collected while reducing the size of the NN 656

to 50% of its original size. A tradeoff still remains between the 657

number of subnetworks with acceptable error values and the 658

percentage at which the size of the model is reduced. With 659

respect to the application and design requirements, the user 660

may select the appropriate value for the hyper parameter p. 661

D. Comparison to State-of-the-Art Methodologies 662

We evaluate the performance of our methodology in train- 663

ing a resource-aware NN model with two state-of-the-art 664

approaches that are proposed as solutions to implement 665

resource efficient NN in embedded system. By using the nota- 666

tion resource-aware NN model, we are implying that these 667

NN models are targeted for systems that monitor the resource 668

usage and dynamically manage the allocated resources to the 669

NN model with respect to runtime constraints. The results are 670

collected for a three-layer fully connected NN of 108×102 and 671

102× 102 inputs to its hidden and output layers, respectively. 672

The Big/Little approach [16], suggests multiple implemen- 673

tations of an NN model with small to bigger sizes. In the 674

Incremental method [20], which is the most similar to ours, 675

the NN is trained based on an iteratively incremental train- 676

ing algorithm where the weights computed in the earlier 677

steps are fixed. The Big/Little approach would require sep- 678

arate memory storage to hold model parameters of different 679

sizes. Moreover, a retraining process is mandatory to gener- 680

ate multiple sizes for the NN model. The Inc method is more 681

memory efficient such that only one set of model parameters 682

are stored to implement an NN model that can be recon- 683

figured into subnetworks with different sizes. However, this 684

approach suffers from the retraining overhead per increment 685

of size. In today’s embedded systems, where runtime contin- 686

uous learning of NNs is required, retraining process overhead 687

is prohibitive [17]. Our proposed PNN model is memory effi- 688

cient such that only one set of weights are computed for 689

multiple subnetworks. Furthermore, we compute the model 690

parameters for PNN in a single-training process. Throughout 691

the examples, we use the following abbreviation to indicate the 692

three models: 1) PNN: priority-based; 2) Inc: Incremental; and 693

3) BL: Big/Little. 694

Emerging research is based on developing approaches to 695

estimate the number of neurons and hidden layers required 696

for an NN [43]. However, these approximations also depend 697

on the type of the database samples for which the network is 698

designed. Therefore, it is still challenging to determine a good 699

network topology for different applications. Therefore, exhaus- 700

tive pruning and model reduction methodologies are in demand 701
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9. Comparing activation values of neurons with respect to their ordinal
number. Activation values for neurons in (a) PNN, (b) Inc., and (c) Big/Little.

to reduce the over-sized NN models. One advantage of our702

proposed priority-based training algorithm is that it enforces a703

relatively sorted distribution to the activation values. We com-704

pare the activation value of hidden neurons for our proposed705

PNN model with respect to the incrementally trained model706

and the Big/Little model that is trained with no constraint on707

its weight parameters in Fig. 9. For fairness of comparison,708

all experiments are conducted with the same size for all three709

models. The ordinal number of the neuron denotes the position710

of the respective neuron in the layer. The dotted red line shows711

the trend for linear changes in activation values with respect to712

ordinal number of the neuron. As shown in Fig. 9(a), the acti-713

vation values for the hidden neurons in PNN with priority size714

p = 10 is following a sorted order. The trend line shows that the715

density of the model is mostly populated throughout the first716

neurons and the activation values for the neurons further in the717

end of the layer are forced to be very small. This is as opposed718

to the two other methods that show a more uniform distribu-719

tions of activation values for the neurons. The incremental720

approach in Fig. 9(b) also shows slight sorted order among721

activation values. However, as represented by the trend line,722

the rate of change for neuron’s activation value with respect723

to its ordinal number is very slow compared to PNN method.724

In other words, in incremental approach, the weight param-725

eters are adjusted more uniformly throughout the network.726

This decreases the number of subnetworks and the number727

TABLE I
COMPARING THE TRAINING PROCESS

of hidden neurons that can be pruned from the model without 728

major drop in accuracy. 729

Table I compares the training process for a three layer 730

fully connected FFNN using the three aforementioned meth- 731

ods. The data is collected to train six separate subnetworks of 732

various sizes using the three methods. As we can see in the 733

table, our proposed method can generate six separate subnet- 734

works in single training process. This is as opposed to the two 735

other methods that require retraining for each of the subnet- 736

works. The performance of these six subnetworks is evaluated 737

in Fig. 10(a) and (b) where the x-axis represents the num- 738

ber of hidden neurons at each subnetwork. The retraining 739

process imposes additional computation complexity to retune 740

the parameters and hyper parameters. We can see that our 741

proposed model reduces the computation overhead for the 742

training process substantially. The training time is a critical 743

matter especially in embedded systems for CPS applications 744

where many NN models are trained on the fly. 745

In Fig. 10(a), we show the prediction time values over 746

six different subnetwork sizes. The results show similar 747

performance for all three approaches in terms of runtime 748

prediction overhead which increases for larger network size. 749

As shown in the figure, by reducing the number of hidden 750

neurons to half of its original size, we can improve the compu- 751

tation overhead by 30%. However, this saving in computation 752

time comes as a tradeoff for model accuracy. Fig. 10(b) shows 753

the percentage prediction error values for different subnetwork 754

sizes. The results for the BL [16] method that trains the subnet- 755

works separately with no additional constraints show that after 756

a certain point the model error does not change with growth in 757

the NN size. This justifies the over-parameterization phenom- 758

ena in training the NN that urges pruning and model reduction 759

methodologies. Moreover, the mean of prediction error for 760

six different subnetworks using our proposed PNN method 761

and Inc. [20] are 0.2% and 0.25%, respectively. Therefore, 762

our proposed PNN method outperforms the Inc approach for 763

better prediction performance with no additional retraining 764

process needed. 765

In order to evaluate the comparability of model accuracy 766

among the three methods, we also show the probability distri- 767

bution of prediction error values in Fig. 10(c). These results 768

are collected for a full-size NN with no model reduction 769

process performed. We can see in the figure that the low 770

variation in prediction errors using our proposed PNN model, 771

confirms its stable performance in prediction of various test 772

data. Moreover, the average of prediction errors for the PNN 773

model is very close to that of BL method. This experiment 774

ensures that our proposed model is validated as a memory 775
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10. Performance comparison of three resource-aware approaches.
(a) Execution time. (b) Prediction error. (c) Probability distribution of
prediction error for full-size NN.

TABLE II
COMPARING MEMORY REDUCTION WITH RESPECT TO ERROR

efficient architecture for NN models with small drop in accu-776

racy and comparable performance can be acquired using all777

three methods.778

We compare the efficiency of the three resource-aware meth-779

ods in terms of memory requirements and model reduction780

complexity in Table II. The PNN and Inc methods are both781

memory efficient in that they need one set of weight parame-782

ters to store multiple subnetwork sizes. This is as opposed to783

the BL method that requires separate memory to store each784

subnetwork. Therefore, we can achieve 78% saving in memory785

to store six subnetworks with very small loss in accuracy.786

To summarize, our proposed PNN model outperforms the787

BL method with 89% reduction in training time and 78% sav-788

ing in memory storage. Moreover, the computation complexity789

of the model reduction process to search for n neurons below790

the pruning threshold is improved from O(n) to O(logn). The791

PNN model shows similar results to Inc method in terms of792

memory and model reduction complexity. However, we show 793

that PNN follows a single training process to adjust weight 794

parameters as opposed to Inc method that is based on multiple 795

retraining. Therefore, The PNN model can cut down the train- 796

ing time by 86% with respect to Inc method while maintaining 797

a better prediction performance from 0.25% to 0.21%. 798

V. CONCLUSION 799

In this paper, we proposed PNN, a resource-aware NN 800

model with a reconfigurable architecture. We proposed a train- 801

ing algorithm to exploit regularization constraints on each 802

neuron based on their ordinal number at a given layer. This 803

enforces a sorted order distribution for the activation value of 804

the neurons. We implemented our model for a three-layer fully 805

connected NN architecture to be employed as the predictive 806

model of a vehicle in MPC for path tracking application. 807

To corroborate the effectiveness of our proposed methodol- 808

ogy, we compared it with two state-of-the-art methods for 809

resource-aware NN design. We showed that compared to cur- 810

rent state-of-the-art, our approach achieves 75% reduction in 811

memory usage and 87% less training time with no significant 812

drop in accuracy. Moreover, we improve the computational 813

complexity of the model reduction process in order to prune 814

n number of neurons, from O(n) to O(logn). 815
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